
HULLAND SAFER NEIGHBOURHOOD STEERING GROUP 
MEETING

 
 

MINUTES
 

 
Date:              26/09/2012…Time: 7.30 hrs
Location: Shirley Church.
 
 
PRESENT ;
 
Jo Dales
Sgt Edwards
J.Fletcher
T. Traylor.
E.Mitchell
S.tranworth.
J.Grayham
D.Puppet
AJ Summers.
M.Phillips.
C.Bell
J.Holden
B.Ellis
 
Glyn Harris
 
Apologies:
 
 
Glyn Harris
R.Chatton.
S.Clerk
 
Item 1
 
 
 
Standard terms of reference for the group.
 
Sgt Edwards explained to the group the reason for the meeting. It was an opportunity 
to engage with the public and to discuss any problems or concerns that people may 
have and hopefully solve these problems’s or improves on things.
 
Sgt Edwards chaired the meeting and thanked all attending for their time and 
commitment.
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Item 2
 
Minutes of previous meeting on 18th January
 
 
 
There were no matters arising from the previous minutes.
 
 
Item 3 (update on progress with existing priority profiles)
 
 
 
At Present there are no existing priority profiles so nothing to report.
 
 
Item 4
 
Any other business.
 
PCSO DALES talked through the E Forum replies that the Safer neighbourhood team 
had received.
 
1. Concerns with speeding along the A517 between Hulland and Ashbourne.
 
2. Concerns at the road junction on the Ashbourne to Belper road when you have to 
turn right into Hulland Village.
Smith Hall road junction with Mercaston Lane – Traffic from Brailsford coming over the 
brow of hill as vehicle turning out of Smith Hall Lane.
 
3. No safe walk way from Hulland Village up to Hulland Ward along the main road.
 
Pcso Dales contacted Highways Bryan,Dawn (Environmental Services) 
[Dawn.Bryan@derbyshire.gov.uk] and our Traffic Management Unit. The replies were as  
follows…
 
 
 
With regard to the queries/complaints that you have forwarded, I have checked 
the accident record and neither of the mentioned junctions has an accident 
problem.  We would generally expect to see a history of accidents at locations 
which are considered dangerous, and this is not the case at either of these 
sites.  There are warning/direction signs on the approaches to each junction 
accompanied by a SLOW marking, (there are also edge of carriageway 
markings, studs, reflector posts and chevrons at the Hulland village junction) 
and therefore each site has already had the appropriate treatment.
 
As you know, resources are very scarce at the moment, and the funding that 
is available is of course being directed in the first instance to those sites where 
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accidents are currently occurring.  We are not able to commit resources to 
sites which are unlikely to demonstrate a reduction in actual collisions.  Whilst 
I appreciate that these junctions may feel uncomfortable to drive, this can 
actually be of benefit, as drivers take greater care than they would at a location 
which was perceived to be safe.  If however, it is a case of driver behaviour 
that is causing the concerns, then this is something that can be dealt with by 
yourselves.
 
With regard to the lack of a footway between Hulland Village and Hulland 
Ward, you will be aware that there is a significant length of carriageway which 
has insufficient width to provide a footway.  Even if funding was available at 
present for such a scheme we would not consider providing a partial length of 
footway, which could not properly link two destinations.  I also do not consider 
that the pedestrian demand at this location would be anywhere near sufficient 
to justify the provision of a footway here, over other more deserving locations, 
which have a high pedestrian demand between defined destinations.
 
With regard to the speeding complaint, this would appear to be an issue for 
local officers to carry out checks as and when resources allow.
 
I trust that the above is clear but please let me know if you require any 
clarification.
 
Regards
 
Dawn..
 
 
Email also received from Traffic Management Unit
 

With regard to the A517 and the junction off it leading to Hulland Village.

 

We have one injury collision listed here occurring in the last 3 years that being 
this April. It involved two vehicles travelling from Ashbourne direction. One vehicle 
indicated to turn right off the A517, this was struck in the rear by the second vehicle. 
Both drivers are local to the area, I assume therefore both familiar with the road 
layout.

On the A517 approaching the right turn there is a warning sign indicating an ‘S’ bend, 
followed by ‘SLOW’ on the road adjacent to a local route marker on the nearside 
verge stating ’Hulland Village’. The road continues up hill, bending to the right up to 
the right turn for Hulland village. A centre hazard line is present. In my view, sufficient 
notice is given of the right turn and the hazards preceding it. Inattentive drivers are 
the biggest problem at most of the collisions I’ve attended, whether they’ve failed to 
see something or failed to react to something. In the above mentioned collision, the 
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second car was at fault, it ran into the rear of the first vehicle, clearly visible in front of 
it. The driver failed to stop in the distance he could see to be clear. 

 

With regard to Smith Hall Lane / Mercaston Lane.

 

Our records show there has been no injury collisions at these locations within the last 
three years. 

Travelling north along Mercaston Rd, Smith Hall Lane junction is on the left. On the 
brow of the hill is ‘SLOW’, adjacent to it is a warning sign indicating the priority route 
with a junction to the left. This sign is reinforced by a ‘REDUCE SPEED NOW’ sign 
underneath. At the national speed limit, the junction comes into view with sufficient 
time for a careful and competent driver to react to any vehicle emerging from Smith 
Hall Lane.

 

With regard to vehicles exceeding the 50mph speed limit between Hulland and 
Ashbourne. 

 

The route is not covered by the Casualty Reduction Enforcement Support Team 
(CREST) due to the low collision history. The 50mph limit would not fall under local 
police enforcement and RPU wouldn’t consider it a top priority for enforcement.

In my view the 50mph speed limit is inappropriate for the nature of the road. The 
lack of compliance noted by one of your parishioners suggests the limit may be 
inappropriate. 

On my travels along the A517 I have reported drivers for exceeding the 30mph 
limit through villages and contravening the solid double white lines, the majority of 
offenders being local to the area! 

 

With regard to all of the above points, I believe the key issue is with driver behaviour. 
All the locations are adequately signed and the collision history doesn’t support the 
fears of the residents. 

 

Sgt Edwards then talked about the criteria for speed enforcement routes .

 

DERBY & DERBYSHIRE ROAD SAFETY PARTNERSHIP
(also agreed by Derbyshire Constabulary – Operational Support)
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Classification of Speed Enforcement Routes

(August 2009)

Considerations before camera sites contemplated
The pre-requisite to any enforcement is the consideration and consultation regarding all 
suitable engineering measures. Enforcement will only be contemplated as a last resort and if 
engineering measures are not appropriate.   

Pre enforcement checks at camera sites will be carried out prior to enforcement in respect 
of the following points.

• How appropriate the posted speed limit is.
• The signage on the road.

The legality of the traffic orders which are in place.

Category 1
Fixed and Mobile Safety Cameras

enforcement by the CREST Team 

 

a) Routes where at least four injury collisions have occurred within the last three/five 
calendar years, of which at least two resulted in death or serious injury, and

b) The 85th percentile is in excess of ACPO guidelines for all or part of the day, or a 
significant number of vehicles exceed ACPO speed guidelines on an hourly basis.

Fixed routes will be a consideration provided justification is proven.  If fixed housings are 
not installed those routes will become a priority for mobile enforcement. The CREST (Safety 
Camera) Team will provide mobile camera enforcement at different levels, depending on 
resources available, at routes taken from the top of the prioritised list up to their maximum 
operating capacity of 60 routes.  

Some “exception” routes will be created, e.g. where high volume vehicle flow necessitates 
enforcement action, or at certain times a significant number of vehicles throughout the day 
exceed ACPO speed guidelines - depending on vulnerability of area and there is justifiable 
data to support the activity taking place – each will be dealt with on a case by case basis.  

The prioritised list will be reconfigured annually to allow for changes identified through data 
analysis/interrogation – this will encompass “complaint” routes and historical safety camera 
routes.
 
Mobile camera routes, including current routes and speed survey “complaint” routes, will be 
given a prioritised ranked position taking into account the following criteria:-

• Number of injury collisions 
• Number of vehicles per hour travelling in excess of ACPO guidelines.

Category 2

Road Policing Units

Road Policing Units should provide enforcement at least once each month at routes taken from 
the remaining prioritised list up to their maximum operating capacity of 40 routes.

Category 3

Territorial Divisions
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The remaining routes on the prioritised list should receive enforcement visits by territorial 
divisional staff, at the discretion of Section Managers

Category 4
Below ACPO 

Guidelines

Routes where the speed survey 85th percentile result is below the speed limit will not normally 
be visited unless other factors indicate a need for police action.

 

Sgt Edwards informed the group about Speed enforcement days,   where enforcement 
by the CREST team is carried out along with other agencies on a selective day and 
area. .

 

 

Sgt Edwards talked about the mobile Police station and explained there was a radar 
device that lights up when motorists were exceeding the speed limit  Although there 
was no enforcement taken place i.e. no tickets issued placing the vehicle at set areas 
was acting as a deterrent and educating motorists.

 

Sgt Edwards talked about the success of Operation Illuminate and how we hoped to 
bring the mobile Police station to the villages again giving Crime prevention advice 
and selling crime prevention materials.
 
 
 
.Neighbourhood Watch was discussed and was suggested a re launch in Shirley.
However it was pointed out that Derbyshire Alert had in some ways superseded the 
watch in some information distribution but there was still a need for a group and how 
they play a vital role.
 
.
 
Task.
 
PCSO Dales to contact Tony Grace to re launch the N.H.W. in Shirley, and recruit 
new members, offer existing members Derbyshire Alert if not already on the scheme, 
ensure signage sufficient in the village, promote an Op Illuminate day in the village.
 
It was suggested to put the minutes of the S.N.T. meeting on the local village websites
 
Sgt Edwards informed the group Hulland  S.N.T area had shrunk , we had lost some 
areas but gained Longford to align with the council Wards.
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PCSO Dales would be for a short period supporting Wirksworth whilst still working on 
the Hulland area because of the current staffing situation.
 
Sgt Edwards explained to the group because of the Edmond Davies  Report which 
effected pay and conditions for the police there was a massive recruitment of police 
officers thirty years ago. These police officers were now retiring which allowed a 
recruitment drive. Sixteen new Police Community support officers and sixty more 
Police officers would be taken on in Derbyshire this year. 
 
 
 
 
 . 
 
 
 
Next meeting Brailsford Institute 16th January 7.30 pm
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